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"Telling you all you need to know about buying, preparing and selling modern classic cars, this book guides you through the minefield that is
the world of car dealing, and helps you avoid the pitfalls that await the unwary"--P. [4] of cover.
Years of meticulous research have resulted in this unique history, technical appraisal (including tuning and motorsports) and data book of the
Ford V8 Cleveland 335 engines produced in the USA, Canada and Australia, including input from the engineers involved in the design,
development and subsequent manufacture of this highly prized engine from its inception in 1968 until production ceased in 1982.
This detailed and beautifully illustrated book covers the Mercedes-Benz W113 series, which ran from 1963 to 1971. Written by a highly
regarded motoring writer, with many years' ownership of the Mercedes SL and SLC behind him, this is the definitive study of the subject. All
models and major world markets are looked at, along with competition history. Extensive appendices cover engine specifications, chassis
numbers, build numbers, and so on.
The new updated and enlarged edition of the only book on the complete Jaguar XK/XKR range of 1996 to 2014. Covering design,
development, maintenance, modifications and full model-by-model details, this is the perfect ‘handbook’ for the XK range.
Step-by-step guide to building a dream sportscar on a budget. Based on available Ford Sierra mechanical components: use a straight 4 or V8
engine, including Pinto, Zetec or Rover K-Series. All parts available from Tiger Sportscars.
The beautiful design of the Alpine Renault ‘berlinettes’ and their extraordinary performances in competition made them the cars to beat in
the late 1960s and early 1970s. This book brings to life the efforts, successes and failures of the engineers and drivers that worked with the
cars, and explores the berlinettes’ development and history in fascinating detail.

This is a story of excitement, laughs, astonishment and anger - a story of the determination of a man with a dream and a passion
for motor racing in the big leagues. It is the first time that the story of the Gordini racing team has been documented in English,
and the first complete story of Gordini himself in any language.
This detailed and beautifully illustrated book covers the Mercedes-Benz 107 series, which ran from 1971 to 1989. Written by a
highly regarded motoring historian, with many years' ownership of the type in question, this is THE definitive study of the subject.
All major world markets are looked at, along with competition history. Extensive appendices cover engine specifications, chassis
numbers, build numbers, and so on.
A limited edition of 1500 copies. This book chronicles the development and racing career of a car regarded as the ultimate
example of the purebred sports car of the 20th century and the epitome of functional beauty and extraordinary performance: the
1952 Mercedes-Benz 300 SL. Taking second place at its 1952 Mille Miglia debut, it went on to win every one of its races that
season. Dramatic photos, vivid descriptions, and dramatic recollections from the drivers ensures this book will be a joy to read and
enjoy for years to come.
Now you can build your own dream campervan in just ten weeks – for less than $1,250! This is the first book to give easy, step-bystep illustrated instructions for the amateur DIYer on a budget. Full of never before seen money- and time-saving ideas, including
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how to kit out your interior for free, and source your van for peanuts. The ideas in this book will work on any van.
Sleeping Beauties USA honours rusted and forgotten automotive treasures that have been found parked alongside the highways
of America, waiting to be discovered again. Rather than showcasing typically brilliant, highly rebuilt show queens, the book instead
explores the transience and inherent beauty of a car’s life, captured through stunning and evocative photography.
Explores the Mercedes-Benz W 196 R’s historic roots, development, and races. Also its triumphs, struggles and disappointments,
as well as the spirited challenges from Maserati, Ferrari, Gordini and Lancia. Accompanying the text are hundreds of photos
sourced from the legendary Daimler Archives.
A biography of motor racing mechanic Tony Robinson, who worked with some of the great names of the sport in the 1950s and '60s.
It’s hard to believe, but the W129-series Mercedes-Benz SL was launched over 20 years ago. However, its timeless styling has kept it fresh
and attractive in the eyes of a new generation of enthusiasts, as well as those returning to the car having owned one when they were still in
the dealerships. A combination of superb original design and peerless engineering and build quality adds to the desirability of this series of
classic German machines, and has ensured that many of these cars can still be seen in regular use today. Covering the SL’s ever-changing
specification, and its presence in many of the world’s major markets is a huge task, but it’s all presented here in definitive detail, along with
stunning contemporary photography, in a volume that will readily grace any reference library shelf or connoisseur’s coffee table. Two earlier
books, also published by Veloce, and covering the W113 cars and the 107-series SL and SLC, act as perfect companions to this title, which
takes the SL story up to 1989.
Picking up where the first volume left off, this is a beautifully illustrated journey covering a period of ten years in motor sport. Moving year by
year, this book is written from the perspective of a passionate motor sport enthusiast of the day. Features many previously unpublished
photographs.
Runways and Racers focuses on sports car races held at military installations throughout America in the early 1950s. It was a marriage of
convenience for the Sports Car Club of America and the Strategic Air Command, with both parties gaining advantages from the arrangement.
The thorn in the side turned out to be a Congressman whose own aspirations exceeded his standing, but who found himself in a position to
be able to influence the outcome of events ...
A book concerning Russian Limousines, and the Chinese models that were initially derived from them, has never been attempted before. This
book investigates the whole story of why the Soviet Communist Party required such a bourgeois product, and how production was
subsequently achieved. Following the orders of Stalin, work on the Limousines commenced during the first Five Year Plan (1927-1933) at the
Putilov Works, late the Kirov Zavod, where the Leningrad L-1 was made in a limited number. From these beginnings, the Moscow and Gorky
models emerged, and later the Chinese-derived types made with Russian aid during the late 1950s. Covering all of these models, up to the
last one produced in 2003, and featuring full specifications translated from the relevant primary sources in Russian and Chinese literature,
this is a meticulous and unique account of a previously neglected subject.
After saving Alfa Romeo from oblivion in 1987, it took Fiat nearly five years to debut the first new Alfa produced under its control. This is the
story of how the competition versions of the 155/156/147 family of cars were developed and subsequently raced to many championship titles
and race wins. Alfa Romeo's 155 saloon was a comprehensively successful racing touring car that won the German and world-wide DTM
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Championship, and later ITC races. The model also took on the role of representing the company in national touring car championships
throughout the world, most notably winning the British Touring Car Championship in 1994. The 156 was Alfa's successor to the 155 and was
also raced with much success. This book follows the development and competition history of this model too, along with its sibling, the 147.
Together, these models kept the Alfa Romeo name at the pinnacle of motor sport for many years, from 1992 to 2006, and will become future
motorsport classics.

Developed from several years of articles in Land Rover Monthly magazine, this manual is the most detailed package of
information available for anyone thinking of restoring, rebuilding or improving a Series III Land Rover.
Building a Dune Buggy - The Essential ManualEverything You Need to Know to Build Any VW-based Dune Buggy
Yourself!Veloce Publishing Ltd
Always produced in small numbers, the MV Agusta Fours are now considered amongst the most classic of motorcycles
from the 1960s and 1970s. These were the first motorcycles that made Grand Prix technology available to the public,
albeit at an almost prohibitive cost.
This book reveals the full history of the first generation Mercedes-Benz SLK, covering in detail the German, US, UK,
Australian and Japanese markets. The perfect book to grace a Mercedes-Benz enthusiasts’ library shelf, it’s the
definitive record of the model illustrated with stunning photographs.
This book is the biography of Cliff Allison who started motor racing over fifty years ago with a little Cooper 500. Very
much a countryman at heart Allison was not one of the party-going racing drivers but a driver with a huge ambition to
race in Formula 1. With 100 photos, full history and complete race results this is a fascinating piece of motor sport
history.
A step-by-step guide to building a Buggy, containing details of equipment and techniques, as well as guidance on the
choice of donor car and new components. Build any VW-based Dune Buggy avoiding common pitfalls and expensive
mistakes, ending up with a superb, roadworthy multi-purpose vehicle.
A history of the British influence on the Indianapolis 500, including not only the drivers and cars, but the many others –
mechanics, designers, and officials – who have been involved. The story is set out in a series of stand-alone chapters,
with a wide variety of informative sidebars, and goes back 100 years to the early days of the race, through the British-led,
rear-engined revolution of the 1960s to the present day.
This book includes the definitive development history of the most famous Velocette motorcycles, based on the author's
earlier work, and the most comprehensive appendices ever published on this historic marque.
This book tells the amazing story of the Lamborghini Urraco. It describes the problems that beset this little supercar, and
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why it never got the chance it truly deserved. After its demise, the Urraco lived on in the form of the Silhouette and the
Jalpa, and both these models are also covered in detail in the pages of this book. The unique Bravo and Athon concept
cars are also described. Featuring detailed advice for potential buyers, as well as over 300 photos and illustrations, this is
a fascinating and practical account of a future supercar classic.
This book focuses on the different aspects that contributed to the development of Northeast American sports car racing
during the 1950s. The evolution from amateur drivers racing on public roads in 1950, to both professional and amateur
drivers racing at private, purpose-built tracks in 1959, demanded huge leaps of faith, trust and understanding. The
transition was neither easy nor uneventful for drivers, clubs or track owners, and the tragedy, politics and intrigue that
came to characterise the period are covered here in fascinating detail.
A guide to body and chassis restoration offers advice on all aspects of restoration for metal-bodied cars, including
patching panels, removing dents, and protecting against rust.
This step-by-step, heavily illustrated guide shows the caravan owner and user how he or she can turn their caravan into a
perfect and unique holiday retreat. It details the huge range of improvements available and – crucially – how you can
apply them to your own caravan. Based on a magazine-article format, this manual is easy to use and will help you create
the caravan of your dreams.
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